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Short Description

If your beautiful new build deserves some highlighted features of the expensive and cool looking hardware in
your chassis, ModMyToys has you covered with the HELIOS LED Premium Spotlight. Don't confuse these with
the old and ugly looking single beam LED's of yonder. The new HELIOS LED Spotlights feature a slick 360
degree ball mount swivel so that you can mount the base in any area you choose and then rotate the beam
to exactly the spot you want to put extra colored lighting on.

Description

If your beautiful new build deserves some highlighted features of the expensive and cool looking hardware in
your chassis, ModMyToys has you covered with the HELIOS LED Premium Spotlight. Don't confuse these with
the old and ugly looking single beam LED's of yonder. The new HELIOS LED Spotlights feature a slick 360
degree ball mount swivel so that you can mount the base in any area you choose and then rotate the beam
to exactly the spot you want to put extra colored lighting on. The old Laserbeams were a fixed base and very
hard to mount and then have the beam point where you want it to go. This problem is now solved! With a
beautiful black body and base that blend into the background we include a include a hook and loop
mounting pad and a full set of screws for a more permanent mount. We even had the cables sleeved in the
tightest weave sleeving in the business and we include TWO (2) colored LEDs per package! Every package
comes with a matching sleeved LED cable in the color of the LED as well as a black sleeved LED cable for
those that prefer and use only black cables in their builds. So we got you covered! So enjoy the new
ModMyToys HELIOS LED and let your imagination run away with the ways you can compliment and feature
any part of your rig using multiple colors with the New HELIOS LED Premium Spotlight's!

Free changeover to 3-pin connector, choose option above.

Features
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Premium long life LED's
360 Degree swivel base for pointing your beam
Black mount and housing to blend in with your background
Deluxe Tight weave sleeving on all cables, stunning colors!
Allen tool included to easily open the housing to change your LED cable
Both screw and nut and hook and loop mounts included in the package

Specifications

2 x 5mm LED's
4-pin 12V Molex connection to your PSU (only 12 wires used)
2 x 12" cables on LED's
2 x M3x8mm Sockethead screws and nuts for mount as well as adhesive hook and loop mount

Additional Information

Brand ModMyToys

SKU HELIOS-01-PR

Weight 0.2000

Color Purple

Lighting Type LED Bulb

LED Color UV (Purple)

LED Size 5mm


